We simplify
your journey
to the cloud
The benefits of the
cloud are remarkable.
Executed properly, your cloud strategy
should enable growth through great
collaboration, improved productivity
and cost savings.

We simplify your
journey to the cloud

CommsChoice delivers a fresh approach to innovative,
vendor-neutral managed network services and global
hosted voice with the aim of optimising costs and
improving performance.

Our proven onboarding capability, experience and

remarkable service delivery help us link you to your

customers - allowing your organisation to focus on its core
business and grow.

Connect

We’re all about
helping you
Connect
and Collaborate.

Collaborate

Manage

Your employees and your customers want collaboration
solutions that are simple, scalable and reliable.

And we’re here to provide them. We continuously evolve

our product offering and service delivery, demonstrating
our commitment to a future-proof technology strategy.
Our Connect and Collaborate solutions can be

supercharged with a portfolio of Management capabilities
to transform your infrastructure into an enabler of

business value and productivity; further supporting
your business case.

If you’re looking at SD-WAN or Global Hosted Voice - and you
really should be - we’re a world-leading provider ready to
simplify your journey to the cloud.

With 25 points of presence around the globe – connecting
countries across APAC, Europe, both North and South

America plus India – we’re primed to serve your business.
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Connecting you to your world.

Connect

Traditional Telcos can’t meet all of your organisation’s

network requirements; their reach and technology mix
will be limited. Disruptive technologies have a habit of

And we’re not talking online dating.

reducing their revenues so they’re slow to adopt them.
CommsChoice customers have access to a best-of-

breed, global, multi-provider portfolio that will securely
connect them to their universe.

When you can’t find a Telco to deliver all the access

you need – we’ll knit your network together using the

most appropriate supplier mix and manage it end-toend for you too.

Our Connect portfolio delivers data networks, Internet
and access technology to underpin your chosen

network and collaboration tools with the sole purpose
of delivering on your expected business outcomes.
Our vendor neutrality allows us to deliver
carrier diversity when required.

DEMOCRATISING THE NETWORK
WITH DISRUPTIVE SD-WAN.
Replace expensive carrier-controlled MPLS networks with a public internet-based
solution eliminating unnecessary hardware and leveraging simple, ubiquitous,

competitive internet connectivity for rapid deployment and considerable cost savings.

Other secure connectivity solutions:
MANAGED WIFI

Evolve your network and user experience with
reliable, cost effective Wireless LAN access.
Imagine the power of secure, lightning-fast,
enterprise-grade WiFi that works as hard
as you do.

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL
NETWORK ACCESS

‘We’re proud to have designed, deployed
and now manage one of Australia’s
largest SD-WAN networks in use today.’

We’ll build a premium, high performance network that
provides the speed and bandwidth crucial for modern,
data hungry businesses wherever they operate.
Delivered using the most reliable access technologies
- and powered by the largest and most trusted Telcos
- our scalable service offers reliable speed at a price
that won’t break the bank.

NBN

The National Broadband Network or nbn will soon
connect every business in Australia creating
new business opportunities through high-speed
connectivity, unified communications and cloud
computing.
We’re here to help protect your business continuity
and prepare you for the transition to the nbn now.

PUBLIC CLOUD CONNECT

Private and dynamic network access to connect to
Public Cloud platforms – bringing cloud and network
together using the most trusted networks.
Connect with a vendor that cares about delivering
on your business needs; connect with a product not
limited by one network.

Collaborate

All talk and collaboration means more action.

portfolio integrates mobility, video and voice

Simple but effective
collaboration tools:

sharing and more.

VOICE

Being connected and productive doesn’t

demand being in the office. Our collaboration
conferencing, instant messaging, desktop

Replace your legacy telephone system with
a unified communications cloud hosted

solution, allowing your team to be more agile

and responsive while fostering flexible ways of
working.

It doesn’t matter if your team is spread across the
country, or across the world – if they can easily

communicate and collaborate they’re going to
be happier and more productive.

Unify your business communications. Leverage the
benefits of fixed telephony, mobility, collaboration,
scalability, and simplicity on one single, integrated
platform across all your office locations.
Imagine the power (and cost savings) of being able
to short dial colleagues in your Mumbai office from
your desk in Sydney.

INSTANT MESSAGING & PRESENCE

For many business users, especially millennials,
having access to enterprise instant messaging (IM)
across devices is as important as access to voice
services or email.
Enable your team to communicate whether they
are on the road, in the office or at home for little
to no cost.

MOBILITY

CommsChoice mobility solution provides 4G
access to Australia’s most extensive mobile network
connecting 98.8% of the population.
Enjoy the freedom of unlimited standard talk and text
in Australia. Select ample mobile data allowances,
great international call rates and cost-effective
optional roaming packs for a complete solution.

HD VIDEO CONFERENCING

Face-to-face meetings no longer necessitate
wasting time and money travelling.

‘Multi-modal
communications
interactions are now
the norm. Key drivers
for this shift include
low cost of ownership,
growing trends towards
mobility and integration of
communicating services
onto one single platform’.*

Bring teams together and connect your people both
locally and around the world with high definition,
integrated video conferencing.

APPLICATION INTEGRATION

Integrate your business applications with API toolkits
to add value that stretches across your value chain.
Manage your customer interactions; and capture
data updates in real time so you always have a full
record of what’s occurring.

CALL CENTRE

Simplify and optimise your call centre, delivering
enhanced customer service and greater efficiencies
without paying for the functionality you don’t need.

* MarketsandMarktets, Unified Communication as a Service
(UCaaS) – Global Forecast to 2021.

Our feature rich Call Centre feature set is flexible,
efficient and has everything you need in the
one place.

Manage

Supercharge your
infrastructure to become an
enabler of business value
and productivity.

Let us do your dirty work.

Modern enterprise can no longer treat managed
services as an ad-hoc solution to the challenges
of increasingly complex network environments.

Have confidence in your technology strategy; save
time and money streamlining your operations,
gaining hours of productivity every day.

CommsChoice Managed Services provide a bridge
between you and your technology environment,
delivering unprecedented management of your
evolving IT landscape.

Our suite of modules allow you to focus on more
important things - like growing your business.

Game-changing managed services:
MANAGED SERVICES

ARCHITECT

Work with a team of certified specialists passionate
about technology and the success of your business.

Is your network strategy aligned to deliver on your
business objectives? Will your technology investment
continue to deliver value in years to come? Do you
have the right kit to enhance user experience? These
are just a few of the questions our Solutions Architects
can help you answer.

Transform your infrastructure into an enabler of
business value and productivity - without the pain of
dealing with multiple vendors.

Don’t wait unit it’s too late.

CLOUD FIREWALL

Secure your cloud transformation

‘Demand to reduce IT and operations costs,
while enhancing business productivity will see
the global cloud managed services market
reach an estimated AUD 114.8 billion by 2025’.*

Get fast, secure, and direct access to your apps—
without devices.
Secure local Internet breakout without backhauling
and duplicating security appliance stacks at your
dispersed locations. And because it’s 100 percent
in the cloud there’s no hardware to buy, deploy, or
manage.

Wondering how to compete in today’s dynamic
marketplace? Your people need the ability to
communicate and collaborate in an instant.

DELIVER

Realise the benefits of having a team of dedicated,
certified professionals manage every aspect of your
onboarding and project management delivery.
Our team of onboarding managers co-ordinate the
implementation, configuration and integration of
your solution; leaving you to focus on your business.

* Grand View Research, Inc- Cloud Managed Services Market Size, Share & Trend Analysis. April
2018Global Forecast to 2021.

‘SD-WAN is advancing towards
mainstream adoption. It’s currently
estimated SD-WAN will comprise
25% of all WAN traffic by 20211.’

Managed SD-WAN
Democratising the network
with disruptive SD-WAN.

Cut out your carrier, simplify branch networking
and dramatically reduce costs.
Sounds too good to be true. But it’s not.
CommsChoice is proud to have delivered

Australia’s largest SD-WAN solution to date – with
more than 230 sites (November 2018). SD-WAN

delivers incredible cost savings when compared

to legacy MPLS networks, and faster deployment.
It also provides practical security and Quality of
Service for voice and video applications, even
using the public Internet.

SD-WAN is becoming particularly relevant as
your business adopts more cloud, mobility,

voice and video applications. And with many

organisations spread across multiple sites and

often different countries, branch network has

become increasingly complex and expensive to

scale and secure. SD-WAN permits secure Internet
breakout at the edges of your network, bonding
and optimising lower bandwidth access links

such as 4G, ADSL and NBN to deliver faster, reliable
connectivity in dispersed locations.

All of our solutions can be wrapped up with a

Management layer to help you supercharge your
infrastructure into an enabler of business value

and productivity. And drive reductions in total cost
of ownership.

DC SD WAN Forecast
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Why partner with us?

OUR SWEET SPOT IS SERVING
YOUR MULTI-SITE, MULTI-COUNTRY
BUSINESS.

FUTURE-PROOF
PRODUCT SUITE.

TOTAL COST OF
OWNERSHIP ADVANTAGE.

ONE NUMBER – ONE BILL –
ONE CONTRACT.

WE’RE CARRIER NEUTRAL.

EASY TO DEAL WITH.

Providing high quality, secure communication
solutions to a diverse global workforce has
never been easier. Our global, fully-featured
network is hosted in 25 (and growing)
locations around the world.

Combine the benefits of hosted voice
and collaboration with a turnkey managed
network service – and you can
comfortably reduce costs.

We’re not burdened by selling our own
network like a traditional telco; we select
the best providers for your solution.
Carrier diverse connectivity delivers
maximum uptime.

Everything you need from one global
communications provider networks, enterprise mobility, unified
communications, applications –
all wrapped up with 24/7 support.

Focus on your core business and leave
the boring stuff to us. We’ll provide secure,
reliable network connectivity to enable your
business to grow. All on the one bill.

Quick to deploy, simple to use. As a
disruptive technology provider, we focus on
our customers adopting the solutions we
deliver so they realise the maximum benefit.

Our sweet spot
is your multi-site,
multi-country
business
One single, integrated platform.
Providing secure, flexible and fast communication solutions to a diverse global
workforce has never been easier. Or more cost effective.

Transform your enterprise communications using a single, reliable provider operating
global voice and data networks. Our global network is hosted in 25 (and growing)
locations across every (populated) continent.

A unique, global reach
We continue to focus on the international delivery of infrastructure independent
services leveraging 25 (and growing) Virtual Service Integration Points (VSIPs)
located in 16 countries around the world, providing greater flexibility and

true global collaboration. Our infrastructure independent strategy ensures a

‘client-first’ approach and allows us to tailor agile solutions that deliver on your
business communications objectives.
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25 LOCATIONS WORLD-WIDE
ALWAYS ON: 24 x 7 x 365

Ready to simplify your journey to the cloud?
www.commschoice.com
1300 42 66 67

simplify@commschoice.com

